
 
 

 

 

 Raw PT Gym Members Disclaimer 

1. I understand and am aware that the purpose of this document is to ensure my safety whilst in Raw 
PT Gym Ltd. 

2. I understand that I am responsible for my own safety whilst taking part in any individual or group 
activities with-in Raw PT Gym Ltd. 

3. I understand that I train, exercise and/or take part in any activity at Raw PT Gym Ltd at my own 
risk. 

4. I will adhere to all evacuation and safety procedures at Raw PT Gym Ltd and I am responsible for 
my own safety whilst doing so. 

5. I understand that Raw PT Gym Ltd has a variety of training and exercise equipment, I am aware of 
the risks involved and I am responsible for my own safety whilst using the equipment. 

6. I am responsible for my own health and physical safety whilst at Raw PT Gym Ltd and should I feel 
any pain or discomfort I will seek advice from a professional before continuing to visit Raw PT Gym 
Ltd. 

7. I understand my entry pin code is for my use only and should NOT be shared and I will always 
ensure that the main door is closed securely when I leave the gym. 

8. I understand that bringing a non-member to Raw PT Gym Ltd that a day pass MUST be paid in 
advance and that I am responsible for their conduct and physical health and safety via this 
disclaimer. 

9. I agree to adhere to Raw PT Gyms required Gym Etiquette and Code of Conduct including returning 
any equipment used to its origin of use and cleaning all equipment I have used. 

10. I understand that Raw PT Gym Ltd is an unmanned facility and should I choose to visit I am 
responsible for my own safety during this time. I will take appropriate action and contact 
authorities should I feel unsafe at any point. 

11. I understand that Raw PT Gym is a membership facility and will ensure all membership fees are 
paid at the agreed time. Should this be a problem I will contact management and cease visiting 
Raw PT Gym Ltd until payment has been made and membership reinstated. 

12. If it should be found that I have not adhered to one or more of the above statements, I understand 
that my membership is at risk of being suspended and further action may be taken. 

13. I understand that signing this disclaimer means I have understood and agree to all the above 
statements.  

 Signature: 

Date: 


